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LIQUID METAL FUEL COMBUSTION MECHANICS

Tirumalesa Duvvuri*
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152-5000

Abstract jo Density
6 Viscous stress tensor; surface tension

The modelling of the droplet formation at the gas/Liquid or" Turbulence scale for droplet dispersion
boundary interface of a gaseous jet injected into a liquid metal 1 Differential Operator, grad
bath and the turbulent mixing of the resultant two-phase
(gas/liquid droplets) mixture is presented as a preliminary to Subscripts
the analysis of the liquid metal fuel combustion problem. The
model is used to predict velocity and liquid droplet fraction d Liquid Droplets
distributions across the mixing zone and along the centerLine of g Gas
the jet. These results show that the distribution of the liquid k Species no., droplet no.
fuel droplets peaks away from the region of maximum oxidizer L Liquid

concentrations. r Relative

Nomenclature

INTRODUCTION
a Speed of sound
Ba Empirical constant for atomization drop size The impetus for Liquid Metal Fuel Conbustion research arose from
C Empirical constant for atomization rate an interest in finding closed loop high energy density compact

Ca Specific heat at constant volume propuLsors for underwater applications. A Stored Chemical Energy

d Liquid Droplet diameter Propulsion System (SCEPS) produced by combining a closed-voume,
Dk Droplet drag per unit relative velocity liquid metal comboustor with the boiler of a classical Rankine cycle 4F Fractional volume of gas shown schematically in Fig. 1, satisfies these requirements.
G Body force Fig.2 shows the schematic of the boiler-reactor, and Figs. 3 and 4
h Specific EnthaLpy show two types of the metal combustor itself.

H Liquid Droplet specific enthalpy
I Specific internal energy In either case a gaseous oxidizer jet is injected (fig.5) into

K Thermal conductivity a liquid metal fuel bath in the combtustor. As the oxidizer and the
KD Turbulence model empirical constant, = 0(0.1) fuel are separately introduced, the coemustion process in this

m Droplet mass case is mixing limited. The fundamental mechanisms involved in the
M Mass stripped away at the gas/liquid interface combustion process for such a case (gaseous oxidizer jet into

"W Molecular weight a liquid fuel) are not well understood.
Nu Nusselt numbert

p Pressure Presently available studies analyze the. roblem under the
Pr PrandtL number Locally Homogoneous Flow (LHF) approximation. These analyses do

r Droplet radius; or radial coordinate not consider the important processes that occur at the
R Universal gas constant gas/liquid interface as well as in the mixing region. Namely, (A)

Re Reynolds number the liquid droplet formation, their agglomeration and breakup
S' Droplet momentum coupling term as well as, (B) the phase changes, (vaporization and

Sc Schmidt number condensation), and (C) their effect on the conbustion process. (D)

Sw Droplet angular momentum coupling term Further, the effects of velocity and thermal tags, (between the
t Time gaseous phase and liquid droplets), on the turbvLent mixing and
T Temperature hence on the efficiency of the (mixing limited) "ombustion are

u,v,w Gas velocity components not known.
U,V,W Liquid droplet velocity cononents
Vm RMS velocity of gas molecules It is well kno blrom fuel spray combustion studies for gas
We Weber number turbine conbustors, that fuel droplet sizes can have direct

x Radial or transverse coordinate impact on almost all key aspects of combustion. The initial droplet
y Axial coordinate sizes formed at the injector exit and their trajectories, coupled

E. Turbulent kinetic energy level for droplet dispersion with the combrustor primary zone turbulent mixing significantly

A Celt scale length for turbulence model influence theevaporation and comnbustion characteristics of the fuel
/i Viscosity droplets. The droplet trajectories themselves are influenced by the

*Scientist
Associate Fellow AIAA
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velocity and thermal lags between the phases. Also the droplet
evaporation, ignition and comtustion is also dependant on the
droplet size distribution (amount of surface available for - (2)
efficient heat transfer) and its thermal tag (temperature P'FPg+ (1-F)p,
differential between the phases) from surrounding gas.

Previous studies, by the author, of turbulent mixing,
ignition and combustion of two phase (gas-solid-particle/ The gas mixture obeys the summation rules of
pure-gas) flows have shown these velocity/thermal lags to play
an important part in the slow down of the spread of the two
phase mixtujjJn particular the solid fuel particles) into the Pg P (3)
mixing zone and thus keeping the center two-phase jet Pk
intact to a longer axial length. (This inefficient mixing of
the oxidizer and the fuel leads to combustion inefficiencies due
to non- optimum oxidizer/fuel mixture ratios.) Similar observa-
tions, about longer intact center jet, have b~en made in recent
experimental studies at NOSC by Parnell et al'- These studies

show "a continuous gaseous jet extending about 60% of the -, / T (4)
length of the corustion chamber", whereas calV jlations by LHF g (P,-/'P5) k
aproximation analyses by Lin etal of Pennstate , show a much
shorter jet core.

The aim of this study is to provide an insight into these
fundamental mechanisms. Understanding of these fundamental
mechanics of the mixing, ignition and conbustion process would Cv p (Cv~(PkPg)C./k(5
aid in designing very efficient propulsion devices. This would
also further advance our understanding of the fundamental mecha-
nics of the multi-phase multi-specie turbulent reacting/ combus-
ting flows.

This is a continuing research program and this paper presents
the progress to date. As a first step in analyzing this complex h _Vhk.. /Pk+RT/"V (6)
problem, the present work considers the turbulent mixing of the
two-phase (gas/liquid particle) non-combusting mixture. The work
accomplished includes a critical review of previous work,
modelling of the number density distribution of the liquid metal
fuel droplets generated at the gas/liquid boundary as well as the
velocity Lag effect between the gaseous and liquid droplet phase.
This model was incorporated into fluid flow equations for the P-RTE ",- Itm(
turbulent mixing of a two-phase (gas/liquid droplet) mixture. The JC
results of some preliminary calculations are presented and
discussed.

THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

and the mass conservation equation for species k is given by
There are three fluid phases that need to be considered in

our problem, namely, the gas, the liquid and the droplets. The 1"k-
equations for the gas and liquid are the usual Euterian continuum 1 Pk
fluid dynamic equations augmented by the mass, momentum and t " P r F
energy exchange terms due to the droplet phase. The droplets I _4
are treated as discrete particles travelling through the - - V. 8
continuum 1d their dynamic behaviour is described by Lagrangian
equations.

For our case where a gaseous jet is injected into a liquid
bath, the liquid enters into the picture mainly at the gas/liquid
interface where a radial velocity is induced to the fluid due to Summing over all species, the mass conservation equation for the
the entrainment effect of the gaseous jet. The liquid again gaseous phase alone is,
enters into the picture once the gas jet has dissipated its
momentum and subsumed by the liquid or condenses to liquid.

The gaseous phase will be considered to be consisting of a 1Pg -. p . (r. . _ g
multi-species compressible mixture whiLe the liquid phase will be + V(.rp" F

assumed to be incompressible with a constant density. The mass

conservation equation for the two-phase fluid is:

. - - (1) Combining equations 1,2,9, the equation for F is obtained as:
.b/lt+-1V. (r-ptY) _PI

r

&F- +-1 V. (rJF) -- V. (ru) (10)

at r r

wherejos is the mass of liquid that is stripped away as droplets
or as a result of phase change (evaporation or condensation),
and The x,y-momentum equations for both the gas and liquid phases

are given by

2#1'6



________ (1 mk (20)

r -v (rpfJu)--Vp- r°-Pa Vr~s' pG (1) - -m..
at r r

where S'= 4 Dk/mk (u - U ), ( Ok being the drag force term

defined below), is thePdropiet momentum coupling term. G is the

body force and ao is the cylindrical viscous stress given by

a 2 Vr (12)

r

where m is the mass of droplets evaporated or coalesced or

t is the turbulent viscosity 
absorbecvi~to the Liquid surface.

Momentumi conservation is given by:F ._PK 2defu| (13)

(21

dt mk r

whereldef ulis the magnitude of the deformation tensor.

For axisymmnetric flow with swirl, the two-dimensional where Gk is the body force or buoyancy term. When a swirl ccmprent

Navier-Stokes equations are supplemented with the angular is present, it is given by

momentum equation

rpw) I V. (r - wl) -V. (rf) .S, (14) dWk- Dk (W-WO -Uk (22)
6C r r k r,

where

?,.pr2V( w) (15) while the droplet energy conservation is given by
I

MkdHk- L __,_I-117(3d-T -L[Tk) dtq

Finally the equation for the internal energy is given by:

!L +-V. (rpIiu-)--- PV. (rZt) -f.V(w/r) + -2.Vr where Lk is the latent heat of vaporization and qk is the rate of

8" r .Z heat transfer to the droplet from the surrounding gas.

-li V.+(r i Q Q1  (16)

19
Following Duckowicz , a Monte Carlo droplet group

representation is used, i.e., each droplet parcel actual ly represents

a certain nuiber (can be fractional) of particles of identical

characteristics in radius, velocity, temp)erature etc. Except in the

case of very few parcels, this spray is expected to statistically
behave like the actual droplet cloud.

These equations for the droplet phase combined with those given

where the heat flux consists of both conduction and diffusion earlier for the continuum gas, liquid phases describe the flow fully

terms once the interaction terms of mass, momentum and energy exchange
between the droplets and gas/liquid are defined.

--KVT-,~DrhkV(hV ) (18) LIQUID DROPLET FORMATION
P,

The first problem that will be tackled is the modelling
of the liquid droplet formation at the gas/liquid interface. The

All the source terms in equations 1,10,13 and 15 refer to the rate of generationof the number densities of various sizes of liquid

production rate per unit total volume Vg + Vl and droplets at the gas/liquid boundary is modelled by combining the

g cal mass strippping rate formulation of Mayer 18

(19) , with the Sauter mean diameter fornjla of Ingebo along with
a probability distribution function (pdf) 1f r size distribution
around this mean diameter, as per Dukowicz

Liang etal 20,21 have found that Mayer's atomization theory was

The Liquid Droplet Phase Ecuations quite successful in modelling the liquid fuel spray formation in

rocket fuel injectors.

The droplets are tracked in a Lagrangian fashion. Thus 17

their mass conservation is given by Based onMayer's theory of capillary wave amplification, this

3



mass stripping rate Aa is given by
d_ (0.198,0.759,1.0,1.23,2.30) (29)

d.

(7 PlV ] 7D6y Liquid Droplet Drag

For liquid droplets of molecular size one may assume no velocity

lag between the fluid and droplet phases. It is in this

appoximation that one has the LHF (Locally Homogeneous Flow) model

where the constant C was found to be between 0.2 and 0.3. v is discussed earlier. However, for liquid droplets of significant size
a r

the relative velocity between the gas and liquid at the in the flow there will be a velocity lag between the carrier gas and

gas/liquid inerface. the liquid droplets. The effect of this velocity lag between the gas
and liquid droplet is characterized by the momentum coupling term

This quantity M will be equal to the sum of the masses of S'in equation (11) and the drag force term Dk in equations 20, 21.

all the droplets N oPdiameter d formed at the boundary, namely, It is given by

D, - = tr," r =C~l, I(30)
(25d) 2

here the drag coefficient C. s

depenldance on the Reynolds nuier is given by

CD=24 (Re d) ed <0
wheref 1 is the density of the liquid. 02 4

= 0.271 (Red) 80 < Red < 10 1)

Ingebo (20) has studied the gas density effects on liquid
droplet sizes and found that the Sauter mean diameter is given by = 2. Red < 10

the formula

This variation in the drag coefficient with the Reynolds number

approximately accounts for effects of the flzttening of the droplet
do 4 33x:1011(WeRep ).44(pV3pu")

°
075 (26) and the resultant increase in drag coefficient as the droplet

A, "deforms.

where We, Re are the Weber and Reynolds numbers, d is the Dispersion of liquid droplets due to turbulence

injector orifice Piamete and d. is the Sauter mean diameter

defined by - ndi /f ndi I Vm  is the RMS velocity of the gas As discussed by Dukowicz
19

, the effects of turbulence or, the

molecules. diffusion of the liquid droplets can be described in two ways. One

way is to assume a droplet diffusion equation with a turbulent

As for the probability distribution function for the particle diffusivity. The evaluation of this turtulent particle

particle sizes, Duckowicz found diffusivity requires turbulence modelling to evaluate the prqperties

of the turbulence field as done by Mostafa and Elghobashi

(r)- 6exp( ) 16(27) As discussed by Oukowicz, an alternate possibility (which is
d d adopted in this paper), is to attempt to model the diffusion

directly, as a random walk of particles acted on by the turbulent gas
velocity field. Assuming isotropy and a Gaussian velocity

distribution for the gas turbulence, random instantaneou i turbulent

velocities for the liquid droplets may be selected from

u-c .T= = 2sg n (X , I) e rr -( Ix , I l) (

where r-d/2 is the radius of the liquid droplets.

Equations 23-26 can be combined together to determine the
number density of a particular droplet size by noting that the where X and Y are random variables uniformly selected from the range

number of droplets dN of radius r in the interval dr, located at (-1, 1). t is the turbulent kinetic energy level (usually specified

position x, in the volume interval dx, and with velocity u in as a fraction, say 10%, of the mean flow kinetic energy). This

the interval du at time t is given by velocity perturbation acts for a duration equal to 'r (another
empirical parameter), which can be thought of as the time it takes

for a typical droplet to traverse the width of a typical turbulent

dN-f( r, x, u,, C) drdxduP (28) eddy.

The turbulent dispersion of the liquid droplets is thus

dependant on the empiricism involved in defining,,r' which need to
be evaluated by correlating the predictions of this model to

experimental observations.

However for computational purposes, this function is NUMERICAL SOLUTION

represented by five distinct groups, with one-fifth of the liquid

droplet mass being assigned in random order to each of them. The numerical solution scheme used for the solution of the fluid

These five ratios of actual size to mean drop size are taken from and droplets equations given above, isf p :.ification and extension

Ingebo: of the multi-step ICE-ALE solver code " One can refer to them

for complete details. Only a few salient features are discussed

4



beLow, jet completely dissipates its momentum and the jet velc~ci.ty

approaches zero.
The scheme is nominally first order accurate in both space

and time. In the time dimension, the scheme is essentially a
split time-step marching procedure, evaluating all quantities
explicitly using the most updated values of the field variables
upto that point in the solution cycle. The only exception is Figs. 9a, 9b, 9c show the distribution of the Liquid fraction
that of solving for the fluid accelerations due to pressure. In F across the mixing zone. F=1.O means fully gaseous, while F=O.0
view of the strong coupling between the pressure and velocities, means fully liquid and for other values of F in between, part of the
the velocity updates are made implicit with pressure, thus cell at that location is liquid and part of it is gas. For the
overcoming Courant stability restriction. lowest speed of the jet of 3.57e4 cm/sec shown in Fig. 9a, one sees

changes in F only towards axial location of y=9. This means that the

One of the important questions that arises in analyzing gas jet is not mixing very much with the surrounding I iquid. As the
particle-laden flows is that of the evaluation of pressure. For speed of the gas jet increased, Figs. 9b (Vmax=5.93e4 cm/sec), and
particles of molecular size or in the LHF approximation, the Fig.9c (Vmax = 8.11e4 cm/sec), the changes in F are seen earlier.
effect of these particles is treated as though it is another
species of a certain mass fraction, thus entering into the The variation of the liquid fraction F, along the combtustor
calculation of the value of density in the gas equation p=o RT. centerline is shown in Figs.lOa, lOb. In Fig. lOa with the lower jet
For particles of more significant size where they are treated as speed of 2.35e4 cm/sec, the jet center remains fully gaseous for a
a separate phase, their contribution to pressure may be modelled longer axial distance than the higher speed, 5.93e4 cm/sec, case of
after Statistical Mechanics of continua if they are assumed to Fig. lOb. This means that the higher jet speed is conducive to more
have a completely random position and velocity as the molecules mixing between the gas jet and the surrounding fluid.
in the Classical Statistical Mechanics. No such analysis seem to
have been done todate. The other way is to calculate the fluid Finally the location of the liquid particles within the mixing
pressure by excluding the particles in a given volume, thereby zone are shown in Fig.11a (Vmax=4.8e4 cm/sec) and Fig.11b (Vmax=3.6e4
reducing the effective areaa over which the pressure is applied. cm/sec). In these figures x=O corresponds to the jet or combustor
This is the method adopted in our work. centerline while y=0.3 corresponds to the combustor face plane. It

is seen from the two figures that all the particles are located
The major steps in the solution procedure are: farther away from the jet centerlineand farther downstream along the
Step 1. Explicit lagrangian evaluation of: Liquid Droplet axis. The particles closest to the centerline, x=O, are farthest

formation and transportation; All gas-droplet coupling terms; All along the jet centerline. Inother words the particle boundary peaks
viscous diffusion terms; Pressure gradient and body force updates away from the oxygen rich center region of the gas jet. As
of velocity discussed earlier, the model for the turbulent dispersion of the

Step 2. Implicit updatiri of velocities: Point pressure liquid droplets contains certain empirical constants, namely, the
iterative correction for fluid velocities; Implicit coupling of resident time t and the turbulent kinetic energy fraction. A
droplet velocities parametric variation of these variables need to be carried out to get

Step 3. Evaluation of convective terms: Gas & Liquid complete picture. It is proposed to do so.
mass, energy convection; Momentum convection

CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS

Models are deve(opped to describe the formation and
characteristics (number density/diameter distributins) of liquid

In this section, the results of some simulations are droplets at the gas/liquid interface of a gas jet injected into a
presented. This code is time-accurate and is suited for liquid bath at rest. Their dispersion by the carrier phase (gas)
modelling transient phenomena. The physical duration of the turbulence as well as the effects of velocity lag between the gas and
simulatio, run is divided into a large number of time-steps or droplets is also modelled.
cycles whose size is continually being modified on numerical
stabiLiity considerations. For fixed boundary conditions, a Predictions of axial and radial velocity distributions and
steady-state solution is obtained by running the probtem Long ,q'i.d fractions are found to be realistic. The location of the
enough until all transient effects of the flow field died out. liquid droplets within the mixing zone is shown to peak away from te

oxygen rich center jet. As the turbulent dispersion model for the
The principal interest in this phase of the work is to see liquid droplets contains some empirical constants, it is considered

how well the models predict the fluid properties across the important to do some more simulations with a parametric variation of
mixing zone and along the combustor centerline, the flow these costants.
boundaries (Fig.5), the particle boundaries and their velocities.
The results presented here are for an oxygen gas jet injected Work is in progress to correlate the predictions of this model
into a liquid hydrogen bath. The injector inner dia is 0.089" with experimental results of injection of gas jets into liquid.
and the combustor diameter is 0.62" and is 12" long. The gas jet Unfortunately there is a paucity of data on the liquid particle
velocities are varied from 0.6e4 cm/sec to 9.6e4 cm/sec. The distributions for such flows. It is hoped that this experimental
results presented are for 200 cycles. The computational grid i*n work will be forthcoming in the near future.
the combustor is shown in Fig.6.
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